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Abstract-we present a higher-dimensional 8 method based on Clifford analysis. To explain 
the method we consider, the formal solution of the inverse scattering problem for the n-dimensional 
time-dependent Schriidinger equations given by Nachman and Ablowitz [l]. F&placing the general 
complex Cauchy formula by a higher-dimensional analogue, we get rid of the “miracle condition”. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We want to start with the real Clifford algebra cl~,*, which is generated by the elements 
el, e2, . . ..e.. 
These generating elements fulfill the noncommutative multiplication rule 
e@j+ejei=-2&j, i,j=1,2 ,..., 72, 
the unit element of this algebra is denoted by ee and commutes with all generating elements, 
i.e., ecei = eies, obviously ei = 1. Thus, we can identify ec z 1. An arbitrary element of 
the algebra is now an linear combination of all possible products of generating elements, more 
exactly, a = C, a,e,, where e, = eaIcra...rrk = e,, . e,, * . . . . e,, and 1 5 cq < 02 < . . . (Y& 5 n, 
aj E {1,2,... n}. We identify eg = es. The part SC(~) = aeee = ae is called scalar-part and 
Vet(a) = a - SC(U) is called vector-purt of a. 
We introduce a first-order differential operator, the Dirac operator, which plays the role of the 
S operator in complex analysis 
Ll=ke?j&. 
j=l 3 
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Functions f with Df = 0 will be called (left-)monogenic. Due to 
monogenic functions are harmonic. A fundamental solution of D is 
Using the fundamental solution, we are able to state a (general) Cauchy formula. 
CORROLLARY 1. Let G be a bounded domain in Rn with boundary I’. Then 
But for our considerations, we will also need complex Clifford analysis in the following way. 
We introduce an analogue to the 8 operator 
where D, = ~~zlej& and Dr, = C&ej&. Then a holomorphic function f(x, y) in C” 
fulfills the relation Df = 0, because (& + i$-)f(x, y) = 0, j = 1,2,. . . , n. We will identify 
(Z, y3 E W2” w Z + iy’E a? N (x, y) E clc,n(nq x ClcJW) N 5 + iy E cle,&q. 
This allows to combine methods from real, complex, and Clifford analysis. More information 
about Clifford analysis can be found in [2,3]. 
2. A GENERAL CAUCHY FORMULA IN Cn 
Some Borel-Pompeiu-type or Cauchy formula in complex Clifford analysis are obtained in [4]. 
Our approach is a little bit different because, we consider scalar-valued functions. If we take 
K((IYr)) - (XYY)) = l 1 
2(i - n)w2n-l ((< -X)2 +(?j - y)2)n-1' 
where wzn-r denotes the surface area of the unit sphere in W2”, we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let G E R2” be a bounded strongly Lipschitz domain with boundary P and exterior 
unit normal n = nZ + in, (we identify W2n with Cn, thus, our normtcl has resl part in x-direction 
and an imaginary part in y-direction) defined almost everywhere on I’ and m E C’ (G). Then we 
have for (x, y) E G, 
m(z, y) - J G (am) (6 rl) (KDc) ((5, v) - (xc, Y)> - i VW) ((E,n) - (xv Y>) (fjm> (L d & dv 
= J r bGd do WDd (6 - h Y)> + WJ)((S, 4 - (2, ~111 ~m(t, v), 
where da = due + i da, = (nc + in,) dS = n dS. 
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PROOF. Using Stokes’ formula several times, we get 
-i J G [((D,K) Q) m + (D,K) (Dtm)] d<dq = -i J (D,K) dugm, r 
J c [((QF) 4) m+ P,K) F4p)lcY dv = -i J ~ (Q&O ih,m. 
Now summing up all four equations, we obtain 
+ J m (DcKDc) + (D&D,) m&dq = m (dc (KQ) - i (D,K) da). G J r 
Due to 
(D~KD~)+(D,KD,)=(D~DE + D~ tl)K=(-A,-A,)K=-A(~,,~K=-6((~,q)--(2,y)) 
and 
((0~ + iD,) m) (KQ) = - (KDg) ((DC + i&) m) , 
we get that the second integral is equal to -m(z, y). Thus, we get the desired formula. As 
a special case, we consider the situation when G is the whole space @” N W2n. By standard 
arguments, we get the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let m E C’(W”“), Then we have with m(oo) = limltlz+h,l+oo m(z, y), 
44 + J ~a,, (am> WDd - i VW) (Dm) K, d 4 dq = m(z, Y). 
COROLLARY 2. If m is twice differentiable in W~(W2n), we get under the assumptions of The 
rem 2 that 
almost everywhere. 
PROOF. From Theorem 2, we see that the vector-part of 
must be zero because the right-hand side has vanishing vector-part. Now, if we write down the 
compounds of this vector-part, we get for k, 2 = 1,2,. . . , n, k # 1 after a partial integration, 
Now applying the Laplacian gives the desired relation. 
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3. TIMEDEPENDENT SCHR6DINGER EQUATION 
A first attempt to use (real) Clifford analysis for scattering problems was done in [5]. But 
the functions under consideration are holomorphic and not monogenic. Therefore, this approach 
could not be successful. 
3.1. Cm UR # 0. 
We look for eigenfunctions m of the form ueik’x+kztl“ w h ere k E C”, k.x = ~~E1(kRj+ik~j)x~, 
then m fulfills 
amt+Am+2ik.Vm-um=O. (1) 
According to [6], we use Green’s function 
G(t’x7 ICI= (&+’ II 
&(tr+x.c) 
B,,+I iar _ <2 - 2k. ( edd7* (2) 
A solution m of (1) can be obtained by solving the integral 
m = 1 + Qum), 
equation 
(3) 
where &! denotes the convolution operator with kernel G(t - t’,x - x’, k). We assume that (3) 
has no homogeneous olutions. Differentiating the integral equation for m with respect to 5 
gives another solution of (l), which can be expressed nonlocal in terms of m using the symmetry 
property 
e --G%hzdG (t , 2, h, h) =G (t, x, 5, kr) , on s(5)= (< + $$r)2 - (kR + zkr)2=0, (4) 
with P(t,z, kR, kr,c) = (x + 2(t/oR)kr). (6 - kR). We obtain the aj derivative 
ia(t9r9k~c)(~j - kRj)6(S(<)>T(h, kr, S>m(t, 2, El kr) @, (5) 
where the scattering data are found to be 
T(kR,kr,(5) = JJ e-iP(t,t,klS),(t,x)m(t, x, k) dt dx. (6) R +1 n 
Here, following [6], we have used the 8 method introduced in [7]. 
Now, our improvement is coming by using Clifford analysis. Applying the general Cauchy 
formula of Theorem 2 together with m + 1 as Ik( -+ co, we get 
m(t,x,kR,kr) = 1+ J gin (Bm) (DkkK) -i (Dk;K) (Bm) dkkdki. (7) 
Because m and 1 are scalar-valued, we get that the vector-part of (7) must be zero. Using 
Corollary 2, we get a new motivation to follow the idea of Ablowitz and Nachman [l] to derive 
the “characterization equations” from the compatibility conditions 
Following [1,6], we get nontrivial nonlinear equation for T: 
(8) 
= IRn [(Tj - kRj) (Ei -Vi) - (Vi -kRi) (<j -l)j)] a(B(~))T(kR,kr,)7)T(kR,kr,E) @ =&j[T]. (9) 
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To avoid redundancies, we consider only i = 1 and introduce new variables (J, W, 2uc) E Cn-’ x 
Rn x W, where z = (~2, , . . , zn). 
ICEI = eWjZRj - $ZU, - F, 
j=2 
kRj = -wlzRj - $Wj - 
UIWOWj 
21112’ 
GRwOwj 
kIj = -wlzIj + - 
2w2 ’ 
1 ~IwOwj 
cj = -WlzRj + -W’ - -1 
2 3 2w= 
If ‘wl # 0, there exists a one-to-one mapping (kR, kr, 5) --) (z, w, wo) such that 
w = 5 - kR, wo = &kr * (E - hz), & = Llj, 
and we obtain i = 1, j = 2 ,..., n, 
2 =NI~[T](ZYWYWO)V j = 2,...,n. 
Applying the 0 operator of Clifford analysis, we are able to write 
i%!- = J% IT] (z, w, wo> , 00) 
where n/l [T](z, W, WO) = Cy=2tij[T](z, W, wc)cj and DT = Cy=, ej( & + i$-)T. Using The- 
orem 2, we get 
I[T](z, w, wo) := T(z, w, wo) - I ~[Tl(Owo)(~Qz)(C - z> pn-2 
- i(Q,WK - z)h/l[Tl(C, w WO)&R &I = T(oo, w, wo) = C(wo, w). 
Due to the fact that with 14 + 00, also /<I + 00 and 
m(t,z,kR,kI) =l+O((kl-‘). 
Thus, we have m + 1 as lkl --f 00, 
lim T(kR, kr,<) = lim 
J 
e 
Ikl+~ Ik)-rc0 an+1 
-i~(t~z~kn~kr*~)~(t, z)m(t, z, kR, kz) da: dt 
= lim 
J 
e 
IW-- y(n+l 
-i(s’w+tvo)u(t, z)m(t, z, kR, kr) dz dt 
= T(cq w, wo) = ti(w,,,w). 
Here 0 denotes the Fourier transform of u. Thus, we conjecture the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 1. If (3) has no homogenous solutions and the data T are smooth enough, decay 
properly and fulfill (lo), then the potential u can be computed by taking the inverse Fourier 
transform of I[T] . 
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3.2. Case u = i. 
We start with Green’s function 
G (G 2, h, kl) = 
isgn(-t) 
(2n)” R” e J 
-it(~‘+2bfz’~)+ir’~e(t(E2 + 2 (kR + kl) . 5)) 4, 
where O(a) is the usual Heaviside function. The eigenfunctions m(t, 2, kR, kr) solve the integral 
equation m = 1 + ti(um) as well as m(t, 5, kR, kr) is a solution of 
im+Am+2ikR*Vm-u=O, 
for every value of the parameter kr. The 8 derivative is replaced by differentiating along kl,. 
Now, from 
we obtain that the scattering data are given by 
T (k kr, 5) = 
SJ 
e -iP(t9z9kn*k19c)u(t, z)m (t, 2, kR, kr) dt ds, 
g-+1 
where P(t,z, kR, kI,<) = (z+%kr)(c-kR) and s(t) = (t+k1)2-(kR+k1)2. The difference to the 
previous is that instead of an complex derivative (a), we have only “real” derivatives. Therefore, 
there is no need to use the general Cauchy formula of Theorem 2, we can use the general Cauchy 
formula of Corollary 1, which also leads to the compatibility conditions 
a2m a2m 
bkIi %, = akI,akIj ’ 1 #j. 
Following [2,6], we get by introducing new variable8 the equations 
aT 
- = -2iNIj [T] (I, W, w,,) , 
821, 
(12) 
where 
Xj = & 
s 
R,!(Vj - kRj )(<i - vi) - (% - kR+)(& - r)j)]6(s(V))T(kR, kr, q)T(V, kr, 5) do* 
By using the Dirac operator D = 7$z2 ej& and Nl[T] = x37’, ejNlj [T], we get equation (12) 
is equivalent to 
DT = -2ih/l[T] (z,w,wg). 
By using Corollary 1, we get similar to the previous case 
I[T](z,ur,urr,) : = T(t,ut,uro) + - JWWR,CI>~,~O) 4r 
=, 1:” T(~~,ar,zo,zoo)=T(oo,w,wo)=O(w,wo). 
l, -00 
(13) 
In this case, we have the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 2. If (3) has no homogeneous solutions and the date T are smooth enough, decay 
properly and fulfill (12) then the potential u can be computed by taking the inverse Fourier 
transform of I[T] . 
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